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Repair Compound and its Use 
 

Weather 

Climate conditions must be taken into account before any patching is to commence.  Do not patch or repair 

stone in freezing weather or if a freeze is anticipated within 24 – 36 hours.  On hot warm days patching or 

repairing should be done in the morning hours where the cast stone is in the shade or at temperatures less 

than 80 degrees Fahrenheit, patches or repairs should be covered with damp resin and a plastic sheet to 

prevent the cement from hydrating too quickly. 

 

Where stones have been produced in our wet cast method with an acid etched or retarded finish specific 

methods are required to be followed please contact our office for further information 

 

 

What to repair 

Any chips that are obvious or noticeably visible for 6m should be patched, chips measuring 6mm or less across 

the face should not be patched and are usually left alone.  Units that have chips greater than 100mm should be 

replaced; most cracks can be repaired providing the unit is reinforced. 

 

 

Instructions for us 

The compound we supply will arrive with your with cement in a separate bag. Please note that you should use 

the cement supplied and no other, as it is selected to blend to provide correct colour and bonding performance, 

at the given ratio of 1 part cement to 3 part compound unless otherwise stated. 

 

Before applying repair material the area damaged should be cleaned of all loose particles and dust and a 

coating of PVA adhesive such as ‘Unibond’ applied to seal the area concerned. Do not add adhesive to the 

compound itself as it can adversely affect colour matching. 

 

Although thoroughly mixed before leaving us the total quantity of compound should be turned over before use 

to avoid the possibility of the settling out of compound ingredients. As some of our compounds only have as 

little as 1% colour pigment in them. It will be appreciated that even a minor settling can alter colour 

characteristics quite dramatically. Equally the cement should be thoroughly worked in. 

 

Water should be added sparingly so that the compound is mixed to a semi dry consistency that allows the mix 

to hold together but not over wet. 

 

Fill the repair firmly but do not over trowel. 

 

Depending on the nature of the repair we suggest that to finish the surface that the compound is allowed to set 

to an almost firm condition and is then rubbed down carefully with a piece/sheet of polystyrene to a smooth 

condition. This should leave a surface not dissimilar to the surrounding stone product. 

 

Whilst we hope foregoing information will help to produce a satisfactory repair, we must point out that although 

the compound is the same material as that from which our product is cast, due to variables such as 

temperatures, moisture, weathering etc, some colour variation between the original stone and the repaired 

area is always likely.   

 

It must be noted that a good repair will not match the colour immediately.  Dry cast products will appear to be 

lighter in colour where as wet cast products may appear darker.  Through curing and weathering the patch will 

eventually return to the original stone colour, however this could take between 3 months and a year depending 

on climate conditions and the exposure to the weather.  Generally time and weathering will result in acceptable 

results and whilst materials and suggested method of use are given in good faith, we cannot accept 

responsibility of variable results. 

 


